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§  Aim to characterise regional patterns of change, detect responses to 
recent trends and project future impacts 

§  Key risks differ across regions and realms, but ecological approaches and 
information needs are similar: 

1. Summary statistics/maps 

2. Data products 

3. Guidance on appropriate usage 

INFORMATION NEEDS for ECOLOGICAL STUDIES 

The ‘Press-Pulse’ framework 



§  Recent regional trends in 
temperature and 
precipitation 

§  Necessary to understand 
if recent climate 
variability exceeds 
natural variability – 
emergence of climate 
change signal and 
impact 

1. SUMMARY DATA - HISTORICAL DATA 	
 

Harris et al. (In Press) Nature Climate Change 
 



INFORMATION about EXTREMES 

1. SUMMARY DATA - PROJECTIONS 

§  Indices describing heat waves, heavy rain, drought, 
coastal flooding 

§  Absolute values reflecting physiological limits  

§  Percentiles relative to the historical mean 
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INFORMATION about SEASONALITY 

1. SUMMARY DATA - PROJECTIONS 

§  Seasonal changes 

§  Monthly summaries 

§  Shifts in fire/growing season 

Harris et al. (2013) Ecological Restoration and Management 14,	230-234 
 



§  Model Uncertainty – range of GCMs 

§  Multi model mean not appropriate: 

-  Gives a ‘central estimate’, not compatible with a 
risk-assessment approach (‘worst case’ and ‘best 
case’ scenarios)  

-  Lose information about variability and extremes 

§  Assessment of skill and comparison of means in 
relation to archive mean for each region  

MULTIPLE GLOBAL CLIMATE MODELS AND SCENARIOS 

Goberville et al. (2015) Ecology and Evolution 5(5): 1100 – 1116 
 

1. SUMMARY DATA - PROJECTIONS	



§  Wind, humidity, 
evaporation 

§  Future Fire Danger 
(FFDI), Population 
Growth Models 

RANGE of VARIABLES 
  

1. SUMMARY DATA - PROJECTIONS 

Cumula-ve	Forest	Fire	Danger	Index	

Fire	danger	in	SE	Australia	



RANGE of VARIABLES 
  

1. SUMMARY DATA - PROJECTIONS 

Saba et al. (2012) Projected response of an endangered marine turtle population to climate change. Nature Climate Change 2:	814-820 
 

§  In some cases, variables important to marine & terrestrial impacts overlap 

LETTERS NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE DOI: 10.1038/NCLIMATE1582
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Figure 4 |Nesting phenology of leatherbacks in relation to the local climate at Playa Grande, Costa Rica. a,b, Observed mean annual proportion
(±standard deviation) of nesting females during each month of the nesting season (October–February) compared with observed mean monthly
precipitation at Playa Grande from 1975 to 1999 (from local airport; Supplementary Methods) (a) and observed mean monthly air temperature at Playa
Grande from 1975 to 1999 (from local airport; Supplementary Methods) (b). c,d, CLIMPOP projections of annual numbers of nesting female leatherbacks
at Playa Grande, Costa Rica, during SRES A2 (among seven climate models) when considering that the turtles exclusively nest in the earlier portion of the
nesting season (c) and the later portion of the nesting season after the year 1999 (d).

primarily driven by declining hatching success and emergence
rate owing to increasing air temperature. Increases/decreases in
the amplitude of ENSO variability had a positive/negative effect,
but the impact was relatively small over the ensemble considered.
A limitation of the assessed ocean impact in CLIMPOP is that
the ocean affects the turtle population only through ENSO-
driven modulations of large phytoplankton primary productivity.
Empirical data on nesting returns3 and overall dominance of ENSO
in the climate of the region4,10 support this as a viable starting point,
but more holistic treatment of the impacts of climate change on
leatherback bioenergetics, foraging and thermoregulation during
the ocean phase may reveal additional ocean effects. For example,
adult leatherbacks are typically bound by the 15 �C SST isotherm19

whereas juveniles (<100 cm in length) may be bound by the
26 �C SST isotherm20 and thus a warming ocean may expand
the eastern Pacific population’s latitudinal range (south of 40� S;
ref. 21) rendering new foraging areas accessible. However, any
additional unresolved ocean effects may not alter the strong
negative influence of increasing air temperature on hatching success
and emergence rate.

Long generation time of leatherbacks may prevent them from
adapting through evolution to rapid climate change, though plastic
responses may compensate22 (that is, active change of nesting beach
or nesting season). We examined implications of plastic responses
based on contemporary relationships between climate, nesting site
location and nesting phenology (Figs 3 and 4).

Major leatherback nesting beaches (>40 nesting females per
year) in the eastern Pacific are relatively scarce (Fig. 3a) suggesting
that these beaches, local ecosystems and nearshore waters have
particularly rare features that led to the establishment of a viable

nesting population through natural selection. Nesting sites are
bound between 10� N and 20� N. They all fall within the northeast
corner of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and thus
share similarly warm temperatures, moderate annual rainfall and
seasonal dynamics (Fig. 3a,c). Adding projected ensemble mean air
temperature and precipitation differences to these contemporary
values suggests that all nesting beaches are subject to the same
regional scale projected warming and drying trends (Fig. 3b,d).
Maintaining present air temperature conditions by moving north
of 20� N would thus require nesting in starkly drier subtropical
regions with markedly different seasonal dynamics. The difference
in precipitation between these two regions (2–4mmd�1) is far
greater than the relatively small 0.5mmd�1 decrease projected
by the ensemble mean simulation at Playa Grande. Likewise,
maintaining beach temperature conditions by moving south of
10� N towards the centre of the ITCZ would lead to starkly
higher and more seasonally persistent precipitation. Although our
modelling framework cannot extrapolate over such large climate
differences, the extent of these changes in combination with the
diversity of additional beach suitability conditions (that is, sand
type, currents, predation) make viability of compensation for
climate-driven temperature changes through simple latitudinal
movement highly uncertain. At Playa Grande and other leatherback
beaches in this region, there is no site fidelity in nest-site selection
between the water and vegetation and there are no naturally shaded
areas2. Therefore, there is no opportunity for leatherbacks to nest in
cooler portions of the beach.

Another potential plastic response is through nesting phenology
(nesting earlier or later in the year). Leatherbacks at Playa Grande
nest during the end and just after the rainy season (Fig. 4a) and
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ectotherms have been reported as being equally responsive globally

(Sunday, Bates & Dulvy, 2012) but significantly faster (nearly five

times on average (Poloczanska et al., 2013)) at leading rather than

trailing edges; curiously, this was the same ratio found for regional

analogue responses in the present study. In general, high-velocity

regions overlapped for both types of responses in shallow waters

(Figure 4a-b), particularly at several locations where tropical and

temperate species currently meet their northern and southern distri-

bution limits and recent range shifts have been documented (Fig-

ure 1). This suggests that observed changes are likely to continue

and will overlap spatially in the coming decades.

Connectivity is a primary goal in conservation planning (Lavorel

et al., 2015) because the exchange of organisms, materials and

energy across land and seascapes influences population, community

F IGURE 3 Projected local climate stability. (a) Climate analogue threshold for composite local thermal conditions defined from the
baseline (1986–2005) standard deviation of all temperature parameters (see Methods; for individual SST parameters, see Fig. S2).
(b) Euclidean distances between baseline and future (2026–2035) composite mean thermal conditions. Higher distances indicate
increasing dissimilarity between future local climates and current conditions. (c) Local composite thermal anomalies resulting from the
difference between (a) and (b). Blueish/brownish colours indicate remnant/novel local climatic conditions where anomalies are projected
to stay within/surpass background climate variability at each locality. The black contour defines the territorial waters considered in this
study
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§  But in marine systems, 
temperature is generally 
the variable of most 
interest, often as a direct 
proxy for impact 

1. SUMMARY DATA - PROJECTIONS 

García Molinos et al. (2017) Improving the interpretability of climate landscape metrics: An ecological risk analysis of Japan’s Marine 
Protected Areas. Global Change Biology 23:	4440–445 
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RANGE of VARIABLES 
  



RANGE of VARIABLES 
  

1. SUMMARY DATA - PROJECTIONS 

Bruno et al. (2018) Climate change threatens the world’s marine protected areas. Nature 
Climate Change doi:	10.1038/s41558-018-0149-2 
 

§  Other variables of interest include pH, 
nutrient concentrations, etc. 

Clark et al. (2017) Maximum thermal limits of coral reef damselfishes are size dependent and 
resilient to near-future ocean acidification. Journal of Experimental Biology 220:	3519-3526. 
 

LETTERSNATURE CLIMATE CHANGE

Not all of these effects will be realized in every MPA. For example, 
individuals can acclimatize and populations can adapt to warming. 
However, there are limits to the scope and rate of both acclimatiza-
tion and adaptation that vary with phylogenetic history, life history 
and other biological attributes. Moreover, anthropogenic warming 
is occurring far more rapidly than natural warming has over the 
past 65 million years28. If emissions quickly peak and stabilize in the 
next few decades (RCP4.5), forecasted impacts on marine organ-
isms and ecosystems11,12 would presumably be reduced, although by 
how much is unclear.

Under RCP8.5, by 2050 trends in warming and deoxygenation, 
as well as declining pH, all exceed background variability over 86% 
of the ocean11. In fact, pH emerged in all marine reserves decades 
ago (Supplementary Fig. 1). Assuming organisms are adapted to 
local environmental conditions, this degree of change in multiple  

environmental variables that strongly affect their metabolism and fit-
ness, and largely define their fundamental niches, could potentially 
lead to local extinctions and changes in species composition. We 
considered this emergence point—the exceedance of natural vari-
ability—to be a threshold for population and community responses 
to climate change11. We calculated the year of emergence (that is, the 
timing of exceedance) of warming and deoxygenation for no-take 
marine reserves at different latitudes (Fig. 2). Under RCP8.5, both 
stressors emerge by mid-century in 42% of no-take zones. Unlike 
deoxygenation (Fig. 2b), the year of emergence for temperature was 
later by decades for high-latitude reserves (Fig. 2a, but note there 
is substantial variation at a given latitude). By contrast, tempera-
ture has already exceeded background variability for many tropical 
reserves. For a number of reasons, the effect of exceeding these and 
other environmental thresholds cannot be predicted with absolute 
certainty. For one, the realized environmental tolerances and adapt-
ability for most species are unknown. However, given the effects 
warming in particular is already having on populations of habitat-
forming species such as corals9 and on the geographic ranges of 
countless taxa19, further change will likely exacerbate biodiversity 
shifts away from the tropics and towards higher latitudes.

Warming rates are projected to be relatively modest in some marine 
ecoregions29, including many around Australia and New Zealand, and 
more rapid in others, such as the western Mediterranean and South 
Orkney Islands (Supplementary Table 1). However, the substantial 
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Fig. 2 | Latitudinal patterns of the year that environmental conditions will 
exceed predicted thresholds. a,b, Red circles are fully protected reserves 
in which thresholds have already been exceeded (in 2017), blue circles 
are reserves that have not, and grey circles are grid cells not in a marine 
reserve. Black lines are fitted functions from a generalized additive model 
that includes a spatial autocorrelation term. c, The year that the CTSMs will 
be exceeded for marine ecoregions (blue circles) based on the predicted 
mean warming rate (RCP8.5) for all MPAs in each ecoregion (see values in 
Supplementary Table 1). The CTSM is the average maximum temperature 
across the geographical ranges (determined with 2,447 in situ surveys 
by the Reef Life Survey programme4) of all species in a community minus 
the present maximum summertime SST; it is an estimate of how far on 
average community inhabitants are from their thermal maxima4. Note that 
the latitudinal extents differ in the top and bottom panels due to a lack of 
data at high latitudes in the RLS data. The geographic pattern for CTSM 
emergence (c) is largely driven by the inherent differences among latitudes 
in the CTSM4 (d, plotted as °C), which is substantially greater for higher-
latitude ecoregions.

Table 2 | Projected rates of increase (mean values of change in °C per year and number of grid cells) of ocean temperatures in MPAs 
and for entire latitudinal zones (all 1!× !1° cells) for RCP8.5.

Tropical Subropical Temperate Polar

MPAs only 0.031 (2,458) 0.033 (2,738) 0.040 (2,874) 0.051 (166)

Zone 0.032 (13,227) 0.031 (9,233) 0.032 (13,940) 0.065 (6,868)

Overall mean rate of the global ocean is 0.0333!°C!year–1 (N!= !43,268 cells). Zone-specific values were based on cell-area-weighted means.
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Fig. 3 | Spatial distribution of temporary refugia from climate change and 
current coverage of MPAs. Areas of the ocean for which SST (orange), 
oxygen concentration (lilac), and both variables (red) emerge after 2050 
for RCP8.5 (business as usual, top panel) and 4.5 (mitigation, bottom 
panel). MPAs are outlined in black.
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RCP8.5 

RCP4.5 



Variables (marine) 

Temperature* 

pH* 

Aragonite saturation state* 

[O2]* 

[Nutrients] (NO3, Si, etc.)* 

Current velocity (u, v)* 

Salinity* 

Evaporation 

Precipitation 

Mixed-layer depth 

Wind speed (u, v) 

Surface air pressure 

Wave height 

Sea-level (rise) 

Storm intensity(?) 

[Chlorophyll-a] (?) 

Ice cover 

Daily	

Decadal	

Annual	

Monthly	

Seasonal	

Summary Statistics 

Mean 

Maximum 

Minimum 

Range 

SD 

Percentiles 

*	Variables	required	at	mul-ple	depths	

2. DATA PRODUCTS 

A WISH LIST OF MARINE  VARIABLES 
  



2. DATA PRODUCTS 

RESOLUTION – THE FINER, THE BETTER 
  

terrestrial sectors. More recently, even finer-scale downscaling
for terrestrial variables has been completed by using the
OzClim data, with a topographical correction at a scale of
1 km2 (Harwood et al. 2010).

At present, dynamical downscaling approaches using RCMs
for the Australian region are ‘experimental’ only. For example,
in the ocean, the Bluelink model (Oke et al. 2008) has been
nested in the CSIRO Mk3.5 model and has a limited number of
future years (2063–2065) of data at a 10-km resolution, that are
useful in projecting future habitat distribution of marine species
(e.g. Hartog et al. 2011). Mesoscale features are resolved
(e.g. Fig. 3c), although there are ongoing challenges with
evaluating the reliability of the downscaling (M. A. Chamberlain,
C. Sun, R. J. Matear and M. Feng, unpubl. data). Tabor and
Williams (2010) discussed some additional limitations with
downscaling GCMs to a finer resolution.

We now illustrate some of the future projections for Australian
aquatic environments out to the Year 2100 on the basis of a
variety of these approaches.We encourage biologists to become

primary users of climate-model output through one of the access
options described above. Both absolute values and relative
changes compared with a baseline period are used by biologists
for both experimental studies and predictive biological models,
and we use both styles of projection in the following sections.

Australia’s future aquatic climate

At a national scale, a recent summary by the CSIRO and the
Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) indicated that Australian aver-
age air temperatures are projected to rise by 0.6–1.58C by 2030,
relative to 1990 temperatures (State of the Climate 2010). If
global greenhouse-gas emissions continue to grow at present
rates, warming is projected to be in the range of 2.2–5.08C by
2070. Warming is projected to be lower near the coast and in
Tasmania because the oceans (and adjacent land masses) warm
at a slower rate than do more inland areas, and areas higher
in central and north-western Australia. These changes will be
felt through an increase in the number of hot days. Thus, drying
and decreased runoff into freshwater habitats is also likely.
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Fig. 3. Resolution in projected sea-surface temperature. (a) Example data from global climate model (GCM), showing projected average sea-surface

temperature for April 2064 from the CSIROMk3.5model. (b) Example of statistically downscaled data available via the OzClim approach, showing projected

average sea-surface temperature for April 2064 downscaled from the CSIROMk3.5model. (c) Example of dynamically downscaled data, showing sea-surface

temperature data from the Bluelink model forced by GCMs data in April 2064. See text for explanation of models and scenarios.

1004 Marine and Freshwater Research A. J. Hobday and J. M. Lough

Hobday and Lough (2011) Projected climate change in Australian marine and freshwater environments. Marine and Freshwater Research 62:	1000-1014 
 

Daily	

Decadal	

Annual	

Monthly	
Seasonal	

Population-level impacts/risks 

•  Changing abundance 

•  Shifting distribution 

•  Changes in phenology 

•  Changes in productivity 



§  Easier methods to extract CMIP products/compute indices of risk  

SELF-SERVICE? 
  

2. DATA PRODUCTS 



§  Simple lists of variables, and their meanings in the real world 

§  Agreed metrics of model-output uncertainty 

§  Maps of model skill by variable 

§  Identification of common pitfalls 

TO MAXIMISE USE OF DATA BY ECOLOGISTS 
  

3. GUIDANCE ON APPROPRIATE USAGE 


